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The Proton magnetic resonance ($^1$H-MRS) spectrum contains information about the concentration of tissue metabolites within a predefined region of interest (a voxel). The conventional spectrum in some cases obscures information about less abundant metabolites due to limited separation and complex splitting of the metabolite peaks. One method to detect these metabolites is to reduce the complexity of the spectrum using editing. This review provides an overview of the one-dimensional editing methods available to interrogate these obscured metabolite peaks. These methods include sequence optimizations, echo-time averaging, J-difference editing methods (single BASING, dual BASING, and MEGA-PRESS), constant-time PRESS, and multiple quantum filtering. It then provides an overview of the brain metabolites whose detection can benefit from one or more of these editing approaches, including ascorbic acid, γ-aminobutyric acid, lactate, aspartate, N-acetyl aspartyl glutamate, 2-hydroxyglutarate, glutathione, glutamine, and serine. Magn Reson Med 000:000–000, 2017. © 2017 International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ($^1$H-MRS) is a noninvasive methodology that allows the detection and quantification of endogenous tissue metabolites. Signals arising from spins in different chemical environments are separated along the chemical shift axis, revealing a spectrum with a number of identifiable peaks. In the brain, these peaks include N-acetyl aspartate (NAA), creatine (Cr), myoinositol (mI), and choline (Cho). For many signals, the chemical shift dispersion is limited compared with the in vivo linewidth and splittings due to scalar ($J$) couplings; therefore, all of the information that is potentially available in an MR spectrum is not easily resolved. As a result, some metabolites are present at potentially detectable levels (of the order of 1 mM), but cannot be associated with any single resolved peak in the in vivo spectrum. Thus, the $^1$H-MR spectrum often contains too much information spread over too narrow a parameter space. There are two approaches to resolving this: either extending the space over which signals are spread by adding a second dimension to the MR experiment, or by reducing the information content of the one-dimensional spectrum. The latter strategy, which is the focus of this review article, is referred to as “editing the spectrum.” The most common editing approaches exploit known $J$-coupling relationships within molecules of interest to separate their signals from stronger, overlying signals of more concentrated molecules. $J$-coupling (or simply coupling) is a through-bond interaction between adjacent proton spins and results in the splitting of peaks in the spectrum (for more details, see the Appendix).

Metabolites that can benefit from editing include ascorbic acid, γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), lactate, aspartate, N-acetyl aspartyl glutamate (NAAG), 2-hydroxyglutarate (2HG), glutathione (GSH), glutamate, glycine, and serine.

This review aims to describe methods to edit the $^1$H-MRS spectrum in human experiments, the metabolites that are measured, and to review some of the main findings of applying these measurements. Many of these applications are in the brain, reflecting the bias of the MRS literature. The review is aimed at MR-familiar readers without an extensive technical training in the physics of NMR spectroscopy, and aims to use the least technical level of language that sufficiently describes the methods, to maintain accessibility for a wide audience. Additional details on common terms of reference, such as scalar ($J$) couplings and coherences, are included in the Appendix.

METHODS

Using the broad definition for editing as “a method that simplifies the $^1$H-MR spectrum,” Figure 1 presents the pulse sequences that will be discussed in this paper. All of these sequences have two features in common: the localization of signal (usually with PRESS (1)), and a mechanism for reducing the information content of the spectrum (the core principle of editing). These two features are largely independent; thus, most editing approaches can, in principle, be incorporated within a number of spin...
echo–based localization schemes, such as PRESS (1), SPECIAL (2), or semi-LASER (3).

The most widely used localization scheme for editing is PRESS (1). Readers are directed to the review by Yahya (4) for a more specific review of the PRESS sequence and its modifications. The dual spin echo of the PRESS experiment refocuses the evolution of the chemical shift offset during echo time (TE), and allows scalar couplings (referred to simply as “couplings” here) to evolve. For uncoupled and weakly coupled spin systems, it does not greatly matter how TE is broken down into its two constituent spin echoes, referred to as TE1 and TE2. Typically, TE1 is kept as short as possible to minimize unwanted coherences or signal evolution. Unwanted coherences may occur as a result of imperfect pulse calibration, at the edges of the voxel, or in the case of strong coupling (when refocusing pulses act to some extent 90° pulses). The extent to which these factors cause undesirable formation of multiple quantum and/or coherence transfer between coupled spins is minimized by keeping TE1 short (ie, TE1 << 1/2J), or harnessed by parameter optimization to simplify the spectrum. Beyond this, the selection of TE will be influenced by the limitations of the pulse sequence and characteristics of the metabolites of interest. Alternatives to PRESS localization for editing applications are STEAM (5), SPECIAL (2), and semi-LASER (3). In the STEAM experiment, a stimulated echo is detected as a result of three slice-selective 90° pulses. In the SPECIAL experiment, the voxel is localized through the subtraction of two spin-echo acquisitions. In the first acquisition, a column is
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**FIG. 1.** Pulse sequences that are used to edit the spectrum. (a) TE averaging: The echo time is varied during the acquisition. The typical PRESS localization scheme is used with gradients applied during the 90° excitation pulse and the two 180° refocussing pulses. (b) Single BASING: A single frequency-selective editing pulse is placed between the two refocusing pulses. (c) Dual BASING: In half of the transients, two frequency-selective editing pulses are applied, one after each refocussing pulse. These editing pulses refocus the evolution of the selected couplings. In the remaining half of the transients, these pulses are not applied (pulse sequence not shown), such that in the subtraction spectrum, overlapping larger resonances are removed, revealing only the spins that are affected by the editing pulses. (d) MEGA (MEscher-GArwood): Similar to the dual-BASING scheme, a pair of frequency-selective editing pulses refocus the evolution of the coupling in half of the transients (ie, the On condition). The difference between the subspectra with and without the refocussing pulses subtracts the overlapping metabolites to reveal the metabolite of interest. (e) Asymmetric PRESS: Two spectra with same TE but different interpulse delays are acquired. Timings are optimized to maximize differences in the modulation of strongly coupled spins, so their signals are enhanced in the difference spectrum, and resonances from singlets are removed. (f) Example of a double-quantum filter (DQF) experiment and the associated coherence transfer pathway. The double-quantum coherence is formed by the excitation pulse, first refocussing the pulse and an additional 90° pulse. Subsequently, the 90° frequency-selective pulses convert the desired double-quantum signals into observable coherence. (g) Polarization transfer: First, signals in the spectral range of interest are presaturated (PRESAT). Signal is then excited on a spin outside the saturated range and transferred to a coupled partner. Within the saturated range, only the signal that arises from such coherence transfer gives detectable signals in the acquired spectrum. Coherence transfer is achieved by the pulse marked 90°.
selected by applying a 90° slice-selective pulse and a perpendicular 180° refocusing pulse. In the second acquisition, an inversion pulse that is perpendicular to the refocused column is applied before the 90° pulse, such that the difference between these acquisitions results in a spectrum located at the intersection of the three pulses (2). In the semi-LASER experiment, two pairs of adiabatic 180° pulses are used to select the second and third dimensions of the voxel after the initial slice-selective 90° pulse (3).

Foundations of Editing

The in vivo human methods reviewed here are all built on a rich history of NMR spectroscopy, and in many cases, on animal experiments performed in vivo. Selective excitation methods (6) have been shown to simplify the 13C-coupled proton spectrum; and selective heteronuclear polarization transfer methods (7,8) edited the 13C-decoupled spectrum. A number of selective one-dimensional (1D) analogs to 2D homonuclear methods were developed, including 1D correlation spectroscopy and 1D nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy (9). Such methods are useful to simplify more complex small-molecule NMR spectra, as well as to investigate scalar couplings and cross-relaxation between resonances. In vivo, editing faces the additional hurdle of localization to a region/tissue of interest; some early animal (10) and human (11) edited experiments relied on depth-selective excitation and surface-coil detection. Once established, single-voxel localization for in vivo applications (1,5) was very rapidly modified to include editing (12).

Spin-Echo TE Optimization

When sequence parameters are explicitly optimized so as to improve the resolution of a desired metabolite signal, sequence parameter approaches fall within our broad definition of editing. In particular, the TE in a PRESS sequence and the mixing time (TM) and TE in a STEAM sequence have been altered to reduce signal overlap. Sequence optimizations have been applied to improve separation of glutamate and glutamine, and optimize the detection of glycine, GABA, and 2HG (4,13–16). For example, when using the PRESS sequence at 3 Tesla (T), it has been suggested that setting the TE equal to 80 ms optimizes the detection of glutamate as a result of the decay of the background signals, improved lineshape, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 2.35 ppm peak. With improved glutamate detection, the separation of glutamate from glutamine may likewise be improved (17). Similarly, in a STEAM acquisition, optimizing the TE and TM can improve the detection of glutamate/glutamine (14). In a different implementation, a STEAM sequence was optimized to simultaneously detect glutamate, glutamine and GABA (18), and STEAM optimization has been performed to measure GABA alone (15). In contrast, Near et al (19) measured GABA using short-TE (8.5 ms) with SPECIAL localization. Using a PRESS sequence, measurement of 2HG was illustrated by optimizing the total TE to 97 ms and TE1/TE2 to 32/65 ms (16).

In general, such approaches can be shown to work well in simulations and phantoms. In vivo, performance is often tightly linked to linewidth and subject compliance, with excellent performance in the best-case scenario and rapidly diminishing performance in suboptimal conditions (19). Because the simplification of the spectrum that most such optimizations offer is relatively small, signal overlap is often rapidly restored with increasing linewidth, as a result of subject motion or scanner instabilities or frequency drift.

Echo-Time-Averaging

Coupling evolves during a spin echo, so that the appearance of coupled signals in the spectrum is TE-dependent. A doublet signal evolves under the coupling so that the two peaks acquire equal but opposite phases. With a triplet signal, the outer two peaks acquire equal and opposite phases, but the center peak does not evolve during TE. A TE-averaged experiment acquires and averages data within a range of TEs (20,21). For triplets, the resulting spectrum is substantially simplified, compared with the spectrum at each TE, as the outer peaks tend to be canceled and the center peak of the triplet remains. The signal that remains after TE-averaging is at the frequency that is coincident with the chemical shift. This simplification is demonstrated in Figure 2 for glutamate, as this approach is often used to simplify the spectrum to isolate glutamate from glutamine (the combination of glutamate and glutamine are often referred to as Glx). In this example, the complex multiplets from the C3
protons of glutamate and glutamine (at ~2 ppm) are removed and the C4 protons from glutamate at 2.35 are fully resolved, as are the Glx C2 protons at 3.75 ppm (21). In the brain, TE averaging substantially simplifies the spectrum, leaving only the methyl singlets (of Cho, Cr, and NAA) and glutamate triplet center peaks, and some of the mI signal (20,21).

As with long-TE methods in general, TE averaging suppresses short-T2 macromolecules and lipids, resulting in a flatter baseline and aiding quantification (20,21). However, with longer effective TE, metabolite quantification becomes more sensitive to $T_2$ uncertainties (22).

Several studies (20,23–26) have compared TE-averaged PRESS to single-TE PRESS with mixed results: TE-averaged PRESS may be more prone to inhomogeneity and frequency drifts, thus being less reliable (23,25,26) but possibly more accurate (24), and more sensitive to some disease conditions (20).

**J-PRESS**

Although J-resolved methods lie beyond the scope of this review, it is worth emphasizing their close relationship to TE-averaging. Although TE-averaged PRESS simply adds up the spectra acquired at a range of echo times, it is possible to acquire the same data set and then Fourier transform with respect to the echo time (in addition to the usual Fourier transformation of the acquisition dimension). This experiment is referred to as J-PRESS (27), and gives a 2D spectrum in which $F_2$, the acquired dimension, contains coupling and chemical shift information, whereas $F_1$, the indirect dimension, contains only coupling information. Multiplets in the J-PRESS spectrum appear along the diagonals centered on ($F_2=\Omega$, $F_1=0$). Mathematically, the TE-averaged spectrum is the same as the $F_1=0$ line of the J-PRESS spectrum.

**Single BASING**

Band-selective inversion with gradient dephasing (BASING) (28) was originally developed as a water and lipid-suppression method. Editing developed as a secondary application. Single BASING (Fig. 1) uses one frequency-selective inversion pulse to refocus evolution of a coupling during TE, which can improve the visibility of coupled signals, such as lactate, without removing other signals. Frequency-selective editing pulses are more commonly applied in pairs, and within a J-difference framework, described subsequently.

**J-Difference Methods**

J-difference editing requires two subexperiments that differ in their treatment of a molecule of interest. Subtracting these two experiments removes most signals from the spectrum, while retaining the signal of interest.

The most common schemes, including both MEGA (MEscher-GArwood) (29) and the contemporaneously published dual BASING (30), are to acquire one experiment in which a pair of frequency-selective editing pulses refocus the evolution of a coupling of interest (the “On” subexperiment), and one in which the coupling is allowed to evolve without intervention (the “Off” subexperiment) (Fig. 3). The difference between the On and Off subspectra (the “Diff” spectrum) contains only those signals that are affected by the editing pulses (ie, those signals directly affected by editing pulses appear with negative polarity), whereas signals coupled to spins inverted by the editing pulse usually appear with positive polarity. The editing targets are selected such that the overlapping signals of the detected signal (eg, the creatine signal that overlaps the GABA peak at 3 ppm) are not affected by the frequency-selective editing pulses and are removed in the subtraction (Fig. 4).
MEGA and BASING differ subtly in the placement of gradients about the editing pulses (compare Figs. 1d and 1e), but the terms are often used interchangeably. As with single BASING, MEGA was originally proposed as a method of water suppression (28) in addition to editing, although the water-suppression aspect of both methods is often not applied.

Edited experiments are generally optimized to detect a single metabolite, with acquisition parameters tuned to the spin-system of interest, often determined by extensive density-matrix simulations (31–34). In particular, the TE for J-difference editing is usually selected so that signals are maximally negative in the Off subspectrum, so as to maximize the difference with the refocused, positive signals of the On subspectrum. Effectively, this means that doublet-like signals (such as lactate) are edited at approximately TE = 1/J and triplet-like signals (such as GABA) at approximately 1/2J. This simplification ignores T2 relaxation, strong coupling, and the complexity of the spin systems of real molecules in vivo; thus, the “optimal” TE for editing is sometimes controversial (31,35).

J-difference editing, in particular MEGA-PRESS, is a powerful method to resolve overlapped signals, and has become the most widely used MRS method to detect some metabolites (eg, GABA) (36). However, there are limitations to the technique. As a difference method, it is particularly susceptible to instability, such as subject motion and frequency drifts (37). An additional issue, which may hinder measurements and is specifically relevant for J-difference editing, is co-editing.

Co-editing and Accelerated Difference Editing

Editing is rarely perfectly selective, and molecules other than the editing target often give signal in the difference spectrum, a process referred to as co-editing. Co-editing that does not result in overlapping signals can allow the quantification of more than one metabolite, whereas overlapping co-edited signals substantially complicates the interpretation of the edited spectra. In the case of GABA editing, for example, both occur: glutamine and glutamate (Glx) give an edited signal that does not overlap with the intended GABA signal (Figs. 4 and 5), whereas a macromolecular resonance co-edits at a similar frequency to GABA. This co-editing of macromolecules (MM) can hinder the quantification of GABA, as the resulting signal at 3 ppm includes approximately 50% macromolecules (38–40). These measures are often therefore referred to as GABA+ to indicate GABA+MM. The co-edited Glx signal results in a peak in the edited spectrum appearing at 3.75 ppm, and does not interfere with the GABA measurement.

Insofar as editing usually proceeds at a rate of “one metabolite per experiment,” co-editing of this sort can be thought of as the simplest case of accelerated editing. In cases in which the editing target spins and the detected resonances of two spin systems are resolved, it is possible to edit both in the same double-edited (DEW) experiment (41). In this motif, the “On” experiment for one metabolite is the “Off” for the other, and vice versa, so that two metabolites can be edited at the same time (with opposite polarity in the difference spectrum). This has been developed to edit for ascorbate and GSH, in which editing pulses are applied alternately at 4.01 and 4.56 ppm to refocus the coupled spins of ascorbate at 3.73 ppm and GSH at 2.95 ppm, respectively. As such, the On subspectrum for ascorbate acts as the Off subspectrum for GSH, and vice versa.

Hadamard-based editing (HERMES) has recently been developed, in which multiple metabolites can be edited orthogonally and simultaneously, even if their detected signals overlap, so long as the editing target spins can be sufficiently resolved. This method has been demonstrated for the measurement of NAA and NAAG (42) and for simultaneous editing of GABA and glutathione (43), and to be expandable to simultaneously edit more than two metabolites within an acquisition.

Constant-Time PRESS

As stated previously, the chemical shift offset is refocused across the echo time, whereas couplings evolve. For PRESS detection of weakly coupled spin systems, it does not greatly matter how TE is broken down into the two constituent spin echoes. For strongly coupled spin systems, even perfectly calibrated refocusing pulses act to some extent like 90° pulses (eg, by causing coherence transfer between spins). This effect can be harnessed to selectively edit strongly coupled spin systems, by acquiring two PRESS experiments with the same TE but differing TE1 and TE2 as shown in Figure 1. Because uncoupled signals and weakly coupled signals behave the same in these two cases, subtraction will remove such signals, and only strongly coupled signals will remain (33,44). In the “Sum” spectrum, the peaks from singlets and nonvarying coupled spins remain (34), as with the J-difference methods.

This method of constant time, or asymmetric difference, editing relies heavily on simulation-based optimization of TE1 and TE2, to maximize signal differences.
between the two subspectra (44). The optimal values of TE1 and TE2 are field-strength-dependent, as chemical shift offset frequencies are proportional to field strength (and couplings are not); smaller adjustments in TE1 are required at higher field strength (44). This approach has also been applied to resolve weakly coupled systems by deliberately using reduced flip angle refocusing pulses (34).

Multiple-Quantum and Longitudinal Scalar Order Filtering

It is not possible to describe multiple-quantum coherences (MQC, including both double-quantum and zero-quantum coherences) or longitudinal scalar order (LSO) in classical vector terms, nor is it possible to visualize them intuitively. Readers without a strong technical background should know that:

1. MQC and LSO can only exist in coupled spin systems;
2. Neither MQC, nor LSO, is directly observable;
3. MQC and LSO can be converted into an observable single-quantum coherence by radiofrequency (RF) pulses (usually 90° pulses); and
4. MQC and LSO can be separated from single-quantum coherence by using gradients or phase cycling for coherence transfer pathway selection.

Multiple-quantum-filtered (MQF) and LSO-filtered experiments are challenging to describe without resorting to technical language and/or the product operator description. Simply, MQF can be thought of as a black-box mechanism for separating signals from a coupled spin system of interest from stronger overlying signals from other metabolites.

More specifically, MQC or LSO filtering exploits State-1 that only coupled spin systems can generate MQC and/or LSO. An experiment that only acquires signal derived from MQC will therefore not contain singlet signals. Furthermore, MQC from a particular spin system of interest can be isolated by using frequency-selective pulses to form or read out the MQC. A particular advantage of gradient-selected MQF is that unwanted signals are removed from the spectrum experimentally, within each repetition time, rather than relying upon the subtraction of two repetition times, making MQF experiments less sensitive to subject motion and scanner instability than $J$-difference editing.

In its simplest implementation, a double-quantum filter can be added to a localized measurement as a pair of 90° pulses, between which MQC is selected using either gradients or phase cycling. Figure 1 shows this implementation, as applied by McLean et al (45). As can be seen from the coherence transfer pathway diagram, the first 90° pulse converts single-quantum coherence into double-quantum coherence, which is then converted back to observable single-quantum coherence by the second 90° pulse. Only coherence that is antiphase with respect to the coupling (ie, product operator terms such as $2I_xJ_{xy}$) can be converted to MQC during the filter; the efficiency of formation and retrieval of MQC will determine the sensitivity of the approach. The advantage of the double-quantum-filter approach is that all uncoupled resonances are reduced in each scan by the static magnetic field gradients, regardless of their chemical shift offset (46). This results in 25 to 100% of available signal from coupled molecules being maintained, and noncoupled spins being suppressed by a factor up to 1000.

The MQC-edited experiments applied in vivo in humans build upon a foundation of methodological developments in phantoms and animals. An early development by Lot et al (12) used a STEAM-localized MQC experiment to measure lactate without the overlapping lipid signal. He et al (47) and Hurd et al (48) performed related selective-MQC experiments in vivo to detect lactate. Melkus et al (49) combined selective-MQC with short-echo spectroscopic imaging to characterize tumor-specific metabolites, such as choline and lactate.

There are two main disadvantages to the MQF approach: one is that there is no internal reference signal preserved by an MQF experiment, making quantification challenging. One solution is to acquire the unedited spectrum as a separate echo (49). The second disadvantage is that the sensitivity of the experiment may be reduced by 50% as a result of loss of signal to zero-quantum coherence, and by a further 50% if the filter selects either +2 or −2 coherences, but not both (50).

Longitudinal scalar order (ie, product operator terms such as $2I_xJ_{xy}$) can similarly only be made for coupled spin systems. Most of this discussion of MQC applies equally to LSO; however, separation of LSO and zero-quantum coherence is far from trivial. The MQC and LSO methods do not rely on subtraction to remove overlapping signals; therefore, they are likely to be more robust to subject motion and scanner instability.

Polarization/Coherence Transfer Methods

Another approach to separating a coupled signal from overlying signals is to make use of coherence transfer between coupled spins (ie, to deliberately excite the signal on one coupled spin and detect it on the other). In these methods, presaturation (or spectrally selective refocusing) is used to suppress all signals in the region of the spectrum where the coupled signal is to be detected. Coherence can then be transferred from unsaturated spins (outside the presaturation range) to spins that give rise to a signal in the (otherwise) suppressed region of the spectrum. This approach was one of the first applied in vivo to edit lactate (51) and more recently for GABA detection (52,53). It has been applied using nonelective coherence transfer (54) and expanded using selective spin-locked Hartmann-Hahn coherence transfer (55).

The pulse sequence shown in Figure 1g represents the homonuclear transfer experiment proposed by Shen et al (52), first suppressing GABA signal (and overlying creatine signal) at 3 ppm, then transferring coherence from the coupled signal at 1.9 to 3 ppm before acquiring. Such polarization transfer methods do not rely on subtraction to remove overlapping signals; therefore, they are likely to be more robust to subject motion and scanner instability than difference methods.
Analytical Tools for Signal Quantification and Fitting

There are various analytical tools to measure edited signals. The most common tools are LCModel (56), Tarquin (57), AMARES (58) in jMRUI (59), and Gannet (60). Edited signals from some of the aforementioned methods, such as MQF, single BASING and asymmetric press, require in-house tools for analysis, limiting the more widespread implementation of these methods.

The LCModel is commercially available and is the most widely used software for spectroscopy data analysis, including use for MEGA-edited (61–63), TE-averaged (25), parameter optimized sequences (19), and J-resolved spectra (63). The LCModel has a “black-box” approach, does not have retrospective frequency correction, and depends on previous knowledge of the individual metabolite spectra with the used acquisition parameters (to form a basis set) to fit the edited signals. Tarquin, AMARES in jMRUI, and Gannet are freely available software. Tarquin incorporates both basis-set simulation and fitting and fits in the time domain. It can be used to analyze conventional spectroscopy, and MEGA-edited analyses are currently limited to GABA. AMARES also performs time-domain fitting using user-defined a priori information. AMARES in jMRUI can provide fitting for MEGA-edited, TE-averaged, and short echo-time data. Gannet is a MATLAB-based open source software (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) that is developed specifically for GABA-edited spectra. For MEGA-edited GABA, both Tarquin and Gannet use a simple Gaussian for fitting.

In discussing quantification and fitting, it is worth establishing the various kinds of signals that make up a spectrum and the ways in which an algorithm can fail. Each spectrum consists of S1, signal of interest; S2, signals from other metabolites; N, true noise; and A, artifacts, including subtraction artifacts and out-of-voxel artifacts. Most quantification errors involve the misattribution of one kind of signal as another. For example, LCModel might incorrectly fit some glutamate signal as GABA, if the basis functions are not sufficiently independent; this is a misattribution of S2 as S1. Furthermore, subtraction artifacts in J-difference spectroscopy have been shown to bias GABA estimates (37, 64); this is a misattribution of A and S1. Pursuing an edited strategy amounts to a judgment that reducing S1/S2 attribution errors will improve the quantification of S1, even if it also increases A signals and reduces the size of S1 relative to N.

A useful example in this discussion is found in (19). In this paper, nonedited strategies for quantifying GABA are developed using simulations and compared with editing. For the unedited acquisition, an exceptionally short TE of 8.5 ms was made possible by SPECIAL localization (compared with typical short-TE values of ~30 ms). At such a short TE, J-coupling evolution is much reduced in addition to the minimization of signal decay from T2 relaxation. This substantially improves the ability of the LCModel fitting algorithm to fit GABA in a reliable manner. At this short TE, the decay of macromolecular and lipid signals is also minimized; therefore, these signals become highly influential on the accuracy and performance of the fit. This paper shows that an inappropriate baseline results in underestimation of GABA due to a misattribution of GABA signal as macromolecules, even with high SNR. The paper presents a correlation of unedited measurements with J-difference edited measurement, and demonstrates a moderate correlation (0.58). Thus, with excellent SNR and linewidth (650, 6 Hz) and very short TE (< 9 ms), it is possible to quantify GABA, even at 3T, without editing. However, simulations indicate that even moderate reductions of SNR and linewidth (eg, 450, 8 Hz) substantially worsen reproducibility errors and Cramer-Rao lower-bound fitting estimates, suggesting that shorter measurements of less-compliant clinical subjects might not perform as well with this methodology. In the context of that paper, J-difference editing was considered the gold standard, for establishing an unedited alternative, but limitations of both methodologies contribute to the low correlation value.

Metabolites that Have Been Assessed Using Editing

Metabolites that are candidates for editing share a number of characteristics. They generally have low-to-medium concentration and give signals at the same chemical shift as stronger peaks in the spectrum. They usually have coupled spin systems, providing a mechanism to separate their signals from the rest of the spectrum. This coupling may be weak coupling, as in the case of J-difference editable molecules, or strong coupling as in the case of metabolites targeted with CT-PRESS. In the following sections, metabolites of the brain (whose molecular structures are shown in Fig. 6) that can be observed with editing will be reviewed, briefly defining the role and pathophysiological interest in each, and outlining the spin system and successful approaches to editing each.

2HG

2HG is an oncometabolite, having low concentration in healthy brain, but elevated concentrations in some tumors. It is formed due to a mutation in isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH1 and 2, in the cytosol and mitochondria, respectively (16, 65)). There is a clear association between IDH mutations and overall survival level; therefore, detection of 2HG has prognostic value (16). 2HG has been detected in tumors of patients confirmed to have IDH1 mutations and overall survival level, thus supporting the sensitivity of measuring 2HG to IDH1 mutations (16, 65). There is a clear association between IDH mutations and overall survival level; therefore, detection of 2HG has prognostic value (16). 2HG has been detected in tumors of patients confirmed to have IDH1 mutations and overall survival level, thus supporting the sensitivity of measuring 2HG to IDH1 mutations (16, 65). There is a clear association between IDH mutations and overall survival level; therefore, detection of 2HG has prognostic value (16). 2HG has been detected in tumors of patients confirmed to have IDH1 mutations and overall survival level, thus supporting the sensitivity of measuring 2HG to IDH1 mutations (16, 65). 2HG detection has great potential as a sensitive, specific biomarker.

The structure of 2HG, shown in Figure 6, results in a methyl (CH) signal at 1.9 ppm, coupled with a methylene (CH2) signal at 4.02 ppm. J-difference editing can be used to detect 2HG by applying an editing pulse at 1.9 ppm to isolate the 4.02 ppm resonance from the signals of creatine and phosphocreatine (3.92 and 3.94 ppm, respectively), choline (4.05 ppm), myo-inositol (4.06 ppm), and lactate (4.1 ppm) (16, 65).
Ascorbate (vitamin C) is an antioxidant that appears to have a preventative role in chronic degenerative disorders and cancer (66). The $^1$H-MR spectrum of ascorbate has multiplets at 3.73, 4.01, and 4.50 ppm. MEGA-PRESS editing, applying editing pulses to 4.01 ppm spins and detecting edited signal at 3.73 ppm, has been developed (66). However, even editing pulses of 40-ms duration in this 4T implementation were not sufficiently selective to avoid partially affecting the 3.73 ppm resonance. Therefore, the editing pulse is applied off-resonance to 4.13 ppm, with slightly reduced sensitivity. The DEW-MEGA-PRESS implementation has been applied to simultaneously detect ascorbate and GSH, referred to as the antioxidant profile (41).

GABA

GABA ($\gamma$-aminobutyric acid) is the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter in the human brain and has been studied extensively using MRS editing methods. GABAergic inhibition is involved in the tuning and control of cortical responses and cerebral plasticity. Approximately 20% of cortical neurons are GABAergic, and virtually all cortical neurons receive some form of GABA input. Because of the widespread presence of GABA in the cortex, the role of GABA in healthy function and GABAergic dysfunction implicated in many conditions have been widely studied. GABA has been shown to be correlated with functional imaging with tasks (67–72); however, inability to reproduce this work may hinder interpretations (73,74). Changes in GABA as measured by MRS have been widely observed, including in healthy aging (75), developmental disorders (ADHD, autism spectrum disorder (76–78)), psychiatric disorders (high-risk psychosis (79), schizophrenia (80–82)) and neurological disease (ALS (83), epilepsy (84) and chronic pain (85,86)).

GABA has three methylene groups that appear on the $^1$H-MR spectrum at 3, 2.3, and 1.9 ppm. The most common method used to measure GABA is MEGA-PRESS (36), detecting the GABA signal at 3 ppm ($^2$CH$_2$) that is coupled with the 1.9-ppm peak ($^3$CH$_2$) (Fig. 6). Frequency-selective editing pulses are applied at 1.9 ppm to modulate the coupled 3-ppm spins without affecting the overlapping Cr peak. The Cr peak is then removed through subtraction in the difference spectrum, and GABA is retained. GABA is the metabolite most commonly detected using MEGA-PRESS editing, and other reviews have been written that cover this area in further detail (36,87).

Because of the limited selectivity of the editing pulses (typically 14–16 ms in duration), as mentioned previously, a limitation of this method is co-editing of the macromolecular resonance at 1.7 ppm; therefore, measurements are often referred to as GABA + MM. One solution is to increase the selectivity of the editing pulses and place the Off editing pulse at 1.5 ppm, which is symmetric about the 1.7-ppm macromolecular peak (88,89). This method has increased specificity for measuring GABA and limits the effect of interindividual differences of the co-edited macromolecular signal, which may greatly affect results (38); however, it will be more susceptible to instabilities, motion, and frequency drift (37) as a result of the more selective editing pulses, which results in the rapid breakdown of symmetric suppression of macromolecules (90).

Double-quantum filter experiments have been designed to detect GABA (45,50). Although these experiments...
demonstrated robust and reproducible measurements at 1.5T, and sequence optimization of the STEAM acquisition has also been demonstrated (15). MEGA-PRESS is much more widely used.

**Glutamate**

Glutamate is the most concentrated metabolite in brain tissue. It is the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the human brain, but it also has multiple metabolic roles and is closely associated with the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Glutamate levels, similar to NAA, can report on neuronal health; therefore, reductions are often seen with degenerative diseases. However, excessive glutamate release can be neurotoxic, and elevated glutamate is seen in a number of disorders, including ALS (91) and potentially in traumatic brain injury (92).

Glutamate and glutamine have very similar chemical structures and therefore very similar spectra. As a result, these metabolites overlap and are often referred to in combination as “Glx.” It is this highly overlapped structure that makes editing attractive as a method to suppress glutamine and improve the resolution and differentiation of glutamate (23). Echo-time averaging allows measurements of glutamate in isolation from glutamine, and has shown that glutamate has higher concentration in gray matter than white matter (22). Echo-time averaging has also demonstrated reduced glutamate in HIV patients, particularly those with cognitive decline (93). Sequence optimization is an alternative approach to separate glutamate and glutamine (17,54,94). Although these approaches show that it is possible to differentiate glutamate and glutamine with ideal conditions and high-quality data, performance of these methods in suboptimal conditions, as seen in clinical studies, is less clear. Otherwise, the use of edited methods specifically to measure glutamate is relatively rare, given that excellent reproducibility can be achieved for Glx (total glutamate+glutamine) measurements.

**Glutathione**

Glutathione is the brain’s most abundant antioxidant, protecting cells against reactive oxygen compounds, and is therefore considered a marker of oxidative stress. In addition, GSH is necessary for the synthesis and breakdown of proteins and DNA precursors. The concentration of GSH in the brain is on the order of 2 to 3 mM, although GSH is found throughout the body. Glutathione appears to decrease with age (95). Preliminary work suggests that GSH may be reduced in stroke lesions (96). Because of the role of GSH in mitigating against oxidative stress, GSH may be involved in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia, and lower GSH levels have been observed in the middle temporal lobe of patients with first-episode psychosis (97).

Glutathione is a tripeptide consisting of glutamate, cysteine, and glycine. As a result, its spectrum is complex, with peaks from the cysteine moiety at 2.93, 2.98 and 4.56 ppm, peaks from the glutamate-moiety at 2.15, 2.55 and 3.77 ppm, and the glycine peak at 3.77 ppm. With MRS, either the cysteinyl moiety, relying on the J-coupling between the 2.95 and 4.56 ppm peaks (35), or the glycine moiety, relying on the J-coupling between the 3.77 and 2.1 ppm (NH) signal (98), can be targets for editing.

MEGA-PRESS (35), polarization-transfer (54), and double-quantum-filtering (96) methods have been used to measure GSH. For MEGA-PRESS methods, the most common approach is to apply editing pulses at 4.56 ppm and measure the difference peak at 2.95 ppm (35,98). The spectrum is substantially simplified in this method; however, the NAA-aspartyl peaks at 2.45 and 2.67 ppm are co-edited, making quantification more challenging. The effect of this coediting was minimized after simulations showed maximal GSH signal at echo time of 68 ms (35). Since then, additional experiments have suggested that longer echo times of 120 or 131 ms result in signal maximization; however, the optimal TE will depend on many factors (31,96). In the double-quantum experiments, the cysteinyl group was also targeted (99). Simulations and phantom work indicate high signal yields with polarization transfer methods, but this has yet to be applied in vivo (54).

**Glycine**

Glycine is an inhibitory neurotransmitter and co-agonist at glutamatergic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, as glycine is associated with NMDA activity and has been suggested as a treatment for NMDA dysfunction in schizophrenia (100). Glycine has also been suggested to be a biomarker for tumor malignancy, as increased glycine is seen in astrocytomas and glioblastoma but not low-grade tumors or normal tissue (101). Glycine appears as a singlet at 3.55 ppm; however, its detection is complicated by the overlapping, more highly concentrated myo-inositol resonances at 3.61 and 3.52 ppm. Because these myo-inositol resonances are coupled and phase-modulated, TE-averaging can suppress the myo-inositol peaks to permit quantification of glycine (102). Quantification of glycine has not been widely applied; however, using the TE-averaging approach, oral glycine supplements over the course of 2 weeks were shown to increase glycine levels in the brain by 260% (100).

**Lactate**

Lactate is a by-product of anaerobic metabolism. As such, an increase in lactate often indicates altered metabolism, as found in cancer. It is becoming more recognized that lactate is an essential metabolic intermediate in many organs; particularly in the brain, lactate is likely shuttled between astrocytes and neurons to meet high-energy demands (82,103).

Lactate is an AX3 spin system, with a doublet at 1.33 and a quartet at 4.1 ppm. Its low concentration and the macromolecule signals at 1.24 and 1.43 ppm limit the detection of lactate in typical, healthy brain (104). Lactate has been measured using MEGA-PRESS (105–107), single and dual BASING (30), MQF (108), and polarization transfer (54). In these editing methods, the editing pulse is applied at 4.1 ppm, and the signal of the 1.33 ppm peak is detected.
Lactate is often observed in tumors and stroke as a result of increased anaerobic metabolism in these conditions (109,110), and lactate levels may be useful in indicating response to therapy (107). Although some studies have relied on the increased concentration of lactate alone as a biomarker (109), others have shown utility have relied on the increased concentration of lactate, including J-difference editing and MQF methods (107,108). In healthy participants, increased lactate has been observed during an inspiratory hypoxic challenge (105,106).

**N-Acetyl Aspartyl Glutamate**

N-acetyl aspartyl glutamate (NAAG) is a peptide neuro-modulator in the human brain. It is formed from NAA and glutamate. The functional profile of NAA and NAAG remain incomplete, despite the fact that the most predominant signal in the 1H-MR spectrum of the brain is NAA. Functions of NAAG include inhibiting synaptic release of GABA, glutamate and dopamine, regulating GABA receptor expression and reducing cyclic AMP levels (88,111).

MEGA-PRESS can be used to isolate NAAG from NAA, based on the aspartyl spin systems in both. To measure NAAG, On editing pulses are applied at 4.61 ppm to refocus the coupled spins at 2.6 ppm. Because of the limited selectivity of editing pulses, symmetric suppression of NAA in NAAG measurements is beneficial, so Off editing pulses are placed symmetrically about the 4.38-ppm NAA peak at 4.15 ppm. Similarly, to isolate the 2.5-ppm NAA peak from NAAG, On editing pulses are placed at 4.38 ppm; in the Off condition, editing pulses are symmetric about the 4.61-ppm NAAG peak at 4.84 ppm. This method has been validated at 3T (88) and 7T (112). NAA and ANNG have also been simultaneously edited using HERMES (42).

Echo-time averaging with regularized lineshape deconvolution has also been used to isolate the NAAG signal (113). In this method, strongly coupled multiple resonance lines and macromolecules are suppressed, whereas the singlets of NAAG and NAA are not affected; therefore, the spectral resolution of NAAG and NAA is improved.

Few studies have specifically examined NAAG using editing to isolate it from the larger, overlapping NAA peak. In healthy participants, the concentration of NAAG in white matter appears to be twice that of gray matter; however, this result was derived from using 2 voxels (one white matter–rich and one gray matter–rich) and small cohorts of participants (112,113). In schizophrenia, a correlation between centrum semiovale NAAG levels and symptom severity has been shown, in addition to NAAG being lower in an older cohort and higher in a younger cohort (80). A greater number of publications not using an editing method and showing NAAG results that are typically derived from LCMModel have been published; however, because of the overlapping nature of NAAG and NAA, the accuracy of this analysis method is highly dependent on spectral quality and is difficult to evaluate.

**Serine**

The endogenous amino acid serine modulates the activity of glutamate at NMDA receptors. In schizophrenia and psychosis, alterations of glutamatergic transmission have been found, which may include alterations of the coagonist serine (114).

The serine spectrum consists of peaks at 3.98, 3.94, and 3.83 ppm that are strongly coupled, and overlapped with a creatine peak at 3.92 ppm, making serine a candidate for symmetric difference editing (ie, CT-PRESS). A constant-TE triple-refocusing difference editing strategy for serine has been proposed and tested at 7T (114). This method adds an additional frequency-selective 180° pulse between the two 180° refocusing pulses of the PRESS sequence, to refocus all resonances between 1.8 and 4.0 ppm. As described previously, the uncoupled, singlet resonances, in this case the 3.9-ppm creatine peak, are not affected by the subecho times; only the strongly coupled spins will be affected. In the difference spectrum, the serine peak remains, whereas the overlapping creatine peak is removed. Even with optimized subecho times, the total TE is relatively long; thus, even at 7T, this method still suffers from low SNR.

**SUMMARY**

MRS measures the concentration of tissue metabolites in order to interrogate tissue status; therefore, it can be used to understand disease processes. Many tissue metabolites are not easily resolved with conventional spectroscopy. In this manuscript, we have presented editing methods that reduce the information in the 1D 1H-MR spectrum to resolve information about other metabolites. We then summarized the metabolites that can be better resolved by applying these methods. The application of these editing procedures is somewhat technically challenging, but can yield useful and applicable information about specific metabolites and the associated understanding of metabolic function and dysfunction in disease.

**Appendix. Supplementary Notes on MR Physics**

**Coupling**

Spins are coupled if the spin state of one affects the energy levels, or resonant frequency, of the other. In the case of scalar (J) coupling, this occurs through the bonding network of a molecule and can be conceptualized as a transfer of information within the molecule (“one spin knows what is going on with the other”). The size of a scalar coupling is expressed as the coupling constant (J, measured in Hz). The 1H-MR spectrum for most small organic molecules (including metabolites) consists of a number of signals with different chemical shifts (reflecting the differing electronic environments within the molecule) and splittings caused by J-couplings (reflecting interactions with adjacent, coupled protons). For example, lactate has two peaks: the doublet at 1.31 ppm arises from the three magnetically equivalent protons of the methyl group (2CH₃); the quartet at 4.1 ppm corresponds to the methine proton (2CH). Both are split as a result of
a mutual 7-Hz coupling. The methyl signal is split into a doublet, reflecting the two spin states of the methine protons. Similarly, the methine signal is split into a quartet, reflecting permutations of the independent spin states of the three methyl protons. Coupling has two main effects on signals in the spectrum: reducing their peak amplitude and widening their footprint along the chemical shift axis, both of which make it harder to resolve coupled signals in the in vivo MR spectrum.

Couplings can be classified as weak or strong: A coupling is weak when the coupling constant is much smaller than the chemical shift difference between the coupled spins; otherwise it is strong. The 7-Hz coupling of lactate is much smaller than the approximate 350 Hz separation (at 3T) between the two peaks; therefore, the lactate spin system is weakly coupled.

Coherence Transfer

Coherence transfer is a process by which the transverse magnetization (observable coherence) associated with one spin is converted into transverse magnetization associated with another spin. Usually this transfer occurs between spins that are J-coupled, and is caused by 90° RF pulses. Coherences can be classified by order: single-quantum coherences are observable (only –1, by convention), and multiple-quantum coherences are not. Coherences of different orders can be differentiated by phase cycling or gradient selection. Coherence pathway diagrams are used to illustrate the coherences retained at various points during a pulse sequence, particularly for MQF experiments.
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